HOTEL REVIEW

Ace Hotel London
Words: Matt Turner Photography: © Andrew Meredith / Ed Reeve

Ace Hotel has collaborated with a
host of Shoreditch designers, creators,
and artisans to imbue their first
hotel outside the United States with
authentic local flavour.
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hen Ace Hotel’s co-founder Alex
Calderwood struck a deal with Starwood
Capital to open a new hotel in London, it
was in a building he knew well. “I used to
stay here whenever I visited London, first when it was the
St Gregory, then when it became a Crowne Plaza,” he says
of the hotel on Shoreditch High Street, which was widely
rumoured to be earmarked for Ian Schrager’s Public brand
before Ace took on the site.
A fast-track, 12-month project to convert the hotel
ensued, with Ace Hotel appointing Universal Design
Studio – the architecture and interior design practice set up
by Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby, celebrated designers
of the London 2012 Olympic Torch – and EPR Architects
acting as executive architect. Despite their lack of hotel
experience, Universal Design Studio’s work on retail
projects for companies such as Mulberry, and product
designs such as their Tab light for Italian manufacturer
Flos, as well as their local knowledge, were enough to
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THIS PAGE AND OPPOSITE:
Guestrooms provide a paredback, low-key canvas to allow
the carefully curated collection
of furniture and objects to stand
out. OZO Living worked alongside
the Ace team to craft custom
furniture in oak. Magnetic
metal shelves were supplied by
T Nevill & Co. Bespoke lighting
is by Contardi, Davey Lighting
and Original BTC. Each room
features an expansive daybed,
and a round table in place of
the usual hotel desk. Custom
patchwork quilts are by APC,
upholstery fabrics are from Bute
Fabrics’ CF740 Tweed range, with
Brockway’s Lakeland Herdwick
‘Scafell’ carpets

convince Calderwood they were the right fit
for the project. “We looked at different firms
across Europe, but ideally we wanted an East
London firm,” says Calderwood, “Universal
Design Studio are based two blocks away, they
live and breathe East London.”
Ace London may come as a surprise to
those who have experienced Ace’s other
properties – all of which are housed in
historic hotel buildings, from a turn-of-thecentury New York flophouse to a mid-century
modern motel in Palm Springs. “A lot of
people expected us to do something like Ace
New York but we wanted to do something
more contemporary,” says Calderwood. “I
thought it would be disingenuous to try to do
something like New York in this building, as it
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was only built ten years ago.”
The newbuild structure of Ace London may
not have the heritage of the other hotels, but
its designers have tapped into Shoreditch’s
rich cultural history in other ways. “The
building itself didn’t have many interesting
narratives, but the area did,” says Jason
Holley, Director of Universal Design Studio.
“Our approach was to tune in to the authentic
voice of Shoreditch to engage local artists,
craftspersons and manufacturers to foster a
sense of place at home with its surroundings.”
A new façade of brick (by traditional
manufacturers Winchmore and Ketley),
combined with Crittal metalwork and glazing
references the surrounding architecture
of tightly knit warehouses and industrial

buildings.The district’s history as a place of
entertainment (the hotel sits on the original
site of the Shoredicth Empire music hall)
is also acknowledged in the theatre-style
lightbulb arrangement of the entrance foyer.
Ground floor communal areas include a
reception area and lobby bar designed by
artist Max Lamb, with a bespoke 16-seat table
by Benchmark in cast iron, oak and copper as
its centrepiece.
A ‘Bulldog Edition’ cafe has been created in
partnership with Square Mile Coffee Roasters
– a London equivalent to Ace’s hugely
successful tie-up with Stumptown Coffee
Roasters in the US hotels.
Behind the reception desk, a retail display
offers a wide range of curated products
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ABOVE: Hoi Polloi restaurant is an English modernist brasserie by Pablo Flack and David Waddington, featuring Ercol love seats,
classic Butterfly chairs and custom pendant lights by Philippe Malouin. Walls are clad in fluted Iroko timber panels. Banquette
seating arrangements by Benchmark break up the space

created through Ace’s collaborations with
various fashion brands – from Centralia
varsity jackets to Converse shoes – as well
as selling items found in the guestrooms:
Revo Heritage Internet radios, custom RP1
turntables by Rega, and patchwork APC
quilts designed by Jessica Ogden using surplus
fabrics.
Other collaborations include a flower-shop
by Hattie Fox, through which guests entering
from Shoreditch High Street walk to enter
the restaurant. Hoi Polloi has been created by
Universal Design Studio and Ace Hotel’s inhouse design team Atelier Ace, in conjunction
with Pablo Flack and David Waddington –
the celebrated restaurateurs behind London
hotspots Bistrotheque in Bethnal Green and
Shrimpys in King’s Cross. The duo say they
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were attracted by Ace’s “forward thinking,
non-conformist, fun-loving attitude” to create
what they describe as “an English modernist
brasserie, inspired by mid-20th century
European bistros.”
The design comprises an informal bar area
of banquette booths, leading into the main,
high-ceilinged restaurant where a variety of
seating arrangements create a series of spaces
equally suited to daytime laptop activity as
evening drinking and dining. Design flourishes
include fluted Iroko timber paneled walls with
horizontally mirrored panels and hexagonal
flooring which shifts from timber in the bar
area to encaustic ceramic tiles in the dining
area. Custom pendant lights by Philippe
Malouin, Ercol love seats and classic Butterfly
chairs complete the look. The kitchen takes
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a “super-seasonal approach to English
produce” – a provenance-based ethos which
carries through to Lovage, a juice bar where
“farm-to-street elixirs and treats” are based on
traditional British remedies and cures. Here,
the design features reversible panels – white
washed spruce on one side, charred cedar on
the other – hung from raw breeze block walls
with blackened steel ironmongery. The rustic
look has been influenced by rural Japanese
kitchens and traditional village apothecaries.
Both Hoi Polloi and Lovage also offer gelatos,
sorbets and granitas by award-winning icecream maker Kitty Travers.
If the transformation of the ground floor
areas from their former incarnation as the
Crowne Plaza Shoreditch has been dramatic
and wholesale, on the guestroom floors,
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ABOVE: Bespoke items are arranged along magnetic shelves by architectural metal work firm T Neville & Co. Bathrobes are by Wings & Horns and artwork in guestrooms and public areas are provided through
ongoing collaborations with local artists. Guests can charge their mobile devices using USB charging modules by MK Electric – a Honeywell Company which supplied a range of wiring accessories including
MK’s Aspect range from its Decorative Collection. Ace Hotel London selected the shimmery pearlescent ‘Lustrous Black’, one of 13 standard finishes available for Aspect

a different approach was required of
Universal Design Studio.
“The two main challenges on this project
were time and money,” explains Calderwood.
“Our commitment was to complete the
project in an aggressive time frame, so where
possible we have tried to re-use and preserve
as much as possible of the existing hotel.
We retained all the existing door hardware,
ironmongery, the existing millwork and
dividing walls.”
As Calderwood says, the bones of the
building were in great shape – the challenge
was to adapt what had been a mainstream,
corporate business hotel into something in
tune with Ace’s ethos.
“Our approach was to think of them as a
friend’s Shoreditch apartment, a collection
of furniture and objects acquired over time,”
says Jason Holley. Each room has a magnetic
shelf by metalwork firm T Nevill & Co. which
can be changed or added to by guests during
their visit. An array of curated and crafted
items are displayed on the shelf – from maps
and sketchpads, to the records that are an Ace
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Hotel signature. “These were the only item we
couldn’t source in London,” says Calderwood
of the old-fashioned rotary pencil sharpener
clamped to the edge of the shelf.
The room design is utilitarian and modest
providing a “a low key canvas” for simple
but considered bespoke elements: folding
metal display shelving, matte-finish oak
bed platforms, and expansive day beds with
reverse denim upholstery. “The mixture of
solid white European oak, black, powdercoated metal and fabrics add texture, with the
pared-back approach allowing curated objects
to stand out,” adds Holley.
In the bathrooms, it has been a case of
enhancing rather than replacing the existing
design, which has been embellished with
mirrored fascias to the bathtubs, and carefully
considered arrangements of plain white tiles,
which were added over the existing tilings.
Calderwood admits he was conscious of
the fact that Universal Design Studio had not
designed a hotel before, but maintains that “if
you put smart people in a room together, and
there’s the right dialogue, you can work
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ABOVE LEFT: Benchmark created over 50 pieces of bespoke furniture for the hotel including a large communal table in the lobby. Crittal’s steel framed glazing references the articulated shopfronts of the
surrounding area. Lexcrete supplied glazed feature panels for the lobby bar, glazed with Nazeing pressed annealed glass lenses set into concrete. ABOVE RIGHT: The lobby gallery area has Tokyo Bikes available
for guests to loan, and an old-fashioned photo-booth, another Ace Hotel hallmark

it out. As long as you are aware from the
beginning that you’re choosing a path that’s
not going to be the easiest.” Nevertheless, the
experience of other members of the team such
as EPR Architects, project managers Turner
& Townsend, and main contractor County
Contractors was important in delivering the
project to such a tight timescale.
“We worked with Universal Design Studio
and Ace Hotel to co-ordinate an extensive
team of designers and consultants,” say EPR
Architects. “Flexibility of the space and public
interaction within it were fundamental to the
design. Services and acoustics were essential
criteria throughout. Attention to detail and
coordination of the key elements of design by
EPR, Ace Hotel and Universal Design Studio
were crucial to the radical transformation
into a boutique hotel truly fitting to the
neighbourhood.”
An interesting role was played by FF&E
consultant Benjamin West. “To achieve what
Ace Hotel required, we really needed to get
into the heads of its team and culture,” says
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Daniel Englender, Managing Director of
Benjamin West’s London office. “We met with
Ace two or three times a week at some points
during the project. One significant challenge
was to purchase more than 500 vintage items,
which we helped source, purchase, transport,
refurbish and deliver to the hotel. Many of
these had to be suitably conditioned to pass
fire retardency and other relevant standards.
Ace were keen to use local suppliers and
manufacturers with a story to tell – we helped
make this possible with a number of suppliers
that wouldn’t usually work on a hotel project.
We found ourselves buying unusual items
such as custom guitars, turntables, patchwork
quilts from APC, re-conditioned silverware
from Hackney-based Margolis and bathroom
robes from CYC.”
There are now ambitious plans in the
pipeline for the seventh floor event spaces,
from which guests will enjoy bird’s eye views
of the neighbourhood within which Ace Hotel
is already embedded.
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EXPRESS CHECKOUT
Ace Hotel
100 Shoreditch High Street
London E1 6JQ, UK
Tel: + 44 (0)20 7613 9800
www.acehotel.com/london
250 guestrooms
Hoi Polloi, Lobby Café
Lovage Juice, The Bar at Hoi Polloi, The 		
Basement Bar and performance space
Floral Shop by Hattie Fox, Art Gallery, 		
Meeting & Event spaces
Owner / Developer: Starwood Capital
Operator: Ace Hotel
Design Architects Universal Design Studio
Executive Architects: EPR Architects
Project Management: Turner & Townsend
M&E Engineers: Red Engineering Design
Structural Engineer: Simpsons Associates
Lighting Design: Elektra
FF&E Consultant: Benjamin West
Kitchen Consultant: Tricon
Planning Consultant: CBRE
Main contractor: County Contractors

